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WHAT IS GOOGLE 

SCHOLAR?



GOOGLE SCHOLAR: 

 Is a search engine that searches for scholarly literature

 Can search across many disciplines

 Searches for articles, theses, books, abstracts, court opinions 
from:

 Academic publishers, professional societies, online 
repositories, universities and other web sites

 Not all articles will have free full text

 Some articles are linked to library resources if you work on 
campus

 Future wish list: to have all our library resources linked to 
Google Scholar on- and off campus, if we can overcome 
consortium and budget restrictions

 At the moment if not linked to full text, check in Library 
Catalogue for print or electronic copy



Google Scholar Search Egine



English Advanced Search Engine



Arabic Advanced Search Engine 



WHERE DO I FIND 

GOOGLE SCHOLAR?



Scholar.google.com



PREFERENCES



HOW TO SET YOUR

PREFERENCES?





BASIC SEARCH



 Google Scholar’s homepage is its basic 

search. 

 This is a single search box, just like normal 

Google. 

 It is a simpler format, but it will give you 

access to the same resources as the 

advanced search.

Google Scholar Basic Search



 Put the paper’s title in quotations

 Example: “A history of the China sea”

 Google Scholar will automatically find 

the paper as well as other papers 

which mention it

TITLE SEARCH



 Decide on the main concepts (keywords) of your 

topic

 Avoid words that are vague or have multiple meanings

 Also think of:  

 Synonyms

 Alternative spellings

 Abbreviations / Acronyms

 Broader or narrower meanings of your original keywords

 You may lose lots of useful information if you do not 

search for the alternative terms of your keywords

Keyword Search



 Type in all the keywords that must be present in 

your search results

 For example: You want to see if chocolate makes 

people happier.

 Keywords:  happiness chocolate (Google Scholar 

automatically puts AND between keywords)

Combining Keywords



 You can use phrases as keywords

 You indicate it by surrounding the phrase by 

quotation marks “ “

 Use phrases when you want to search for 
particular words in a particular order 

“South Africa” 

“outcomes based education”

“curriculum integration”

 You can also use more than one phrase, e.g.

Phrases as keywords



 If your keyword has a synonym or alternative 

term, how do you indicate this to Google 

Scholar?

 By putting | (vertical bar) between the keyword 

and its alternative terms

 Example: Discuss the therapy for tuberculosis

 = therapy|therapies|medicine|medicines|treatment tuberculosis

Alternative Keywords



 Some times you want to exclude a keyword 

from your search results

 For example you want to search for viruses, 

but not computer viruses

 viruses -computer

Excluding keywords



ADVANCED SEARCH



 You want to search for your keyword in the 

title of the article and not just in the article’s 

text

 You are looking for a specific article or 

publication

 You are looking for work by a specific author

 You want to limit your search by date

Use the Advance Search when:



Example of Advanced Search



SEARCH RESULTS



Example



Other options



CREATING E-MAIL ALERTS



Creating e-mail alerts

Click on this icon.  This option will 

enable Google Scholar  to send e-

mail alerts when new articles that 

match your keywords are added 

to Google Scholar.



FINDING THE FULL TEXT OF 

THE RESOURCE



If the full-text of the resource is 

available freely online,  Google Scholar 

will give you the link.



Google Scholar also locates an electronic version of the 

work through our affiliated  library resources      

Using Google Scholar on campus 

allows access to certain electronic 

databases that NMMU Library 

subscribes to



WHEN FULL-TEXT ACCESS IS 

NOT AVAILABLE ON GOOGLE 

SCHOLAR



Thank You


